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SWISS POPULATION CENSUS DATA

MICHAEL RUTHERFOORD

1970 Z 488
1990 Z 805
2000 Z 1005
Stamps That Have Been Issued to Rally Support For Forthcoming Censuses
A comprehensive listing of all villages, districts, towns and cantons from the first census in 1850, and then
for every ten years until 2000, has been published. A summary for the eight largest towns or cities is
shown below (including an estimate of each 25th year). By Swiss convention a village becomes a town
when a population of 10,000 is reached and a large town (city) with 100,000.
As the villages or communes have extensive rights, a town cannot expand just by commercially absorbing
the adjacent villages. This is a complicated political hurdle, as a majority in each has to vote in favour,
and this is not likely if the villages have much lower taxes than is usual for towns today.
Practically only Zürich has expanded in this way by incorporating 11 villages in 1893 and a further 8 in
1934. This and industrial success or failure have helped to swing the numbers about quite considerably.
When lace lost its fashionable attraction during World War I St Gallen nearly went bankrupt, but heavy
machine factories after World War II gave Winterthur a boost. At the same time higher city taxes
encouraged people to move away to the nearby villages, but many services are still provided by the big
towns to all. (Continued on next page)
Year

Zürich

Basel

Bern

Geneva

Lausanne

St Gallen

Winterthur

Lüzern

Total CH

1850 A
1850
1875*
1900
1925*
1950
1975*
2000

17
42
77
168
262
390
397
363

22
28
54
109
142
184
198
167

25
30
41
67
109
147
194
128

25
38
65
97
126
145
166
178

17
17
28
47
63
107
132
125

11
18
30
54
67
68
77
73

5
14
23
41
52
67
90
90

10
10
16
39
46
61
65
59

2,392
2,392
2,744
3,315
3,973
4,715
6,318
7,288

All population figures are in '000s. * signifies an estimated figure.
1850A = the actual population within the old walls or their remnants in 1850.
Incorporations: Zürich (11 villages in 1893 and 8 in 1934), Bern (1 village in 1919), Geneva (3 in 1931), St. Gallen (2 in 1910),
Winterthur (5 in 1912). A total of 30 villages incorporated over the whole country.
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One reason for producing the table on the previous page was to indicate how small the towns were in
1850 when stamps were first issued, although the population density was high.
The incorporation of 11 villages into Zürich in 1893 was the first ever in Switzerland, and the second in
Zürich in 1934 was the 50th and the last. Not all the villages accepted incorporation and voted against it.
During the 1840s and '50s practically all the defensive walls and moats were demolished. Rebuilt and
extended following the ravages of the 30 Years War, which Switzerland had kept clear of, they had proved
to be no defence against the invading French in 1798.This enabled better access roads to the towns to be
built, and extended the area for housing. Today the exact borders of these areas are difficult to establish.
This makes it difficult to find the actual number and the density of the population who would use the
Cantonals from 1843 to 1850.
REPORT OF THE NORTHERN GROUP'S MEETING IN FEBRUARY 2010
David Hope writes : 'Swiss Railways' was the subject of Philip Vaughan's presentation to the Northern
Group. Philip began with the Federal Railways explaining the origin and when they were electrified. Here
he showed the stamp for the TEE electric trains introduced in the 1960s. Now refurbished they are
working the Zürich – Geneva – Milan Euro-city service. He pointed out that there were four main crosscountry lines: Geneva – Romanshorn, Basel – Chiasso, Basel – Chur and Vallorbe – Brig which he
showed on a map. These were then illustrated with a selection of stamps, commemorative and station
postmarks, commemorative covers and postcards. He pointed out a postcard he had found which almost
exactly mirrors the scene on the 1936 20c. Gotthard Railway definitive. Also in this section was a series of
stamps, postmarks and postcards relating to the various anniversaries of the Federal railways. The
second half of the presentation related to the private railways. Philip pointed out that they receive
financial help from the Cantons so they are not entirely private ! A large number of these railways were
illustrated. In particular the BLS, Rhaetian Railway, MOB, Brig – Visp – Zermatt, Furka – Oberalp and
BOB. Again this section was illustrated with stamps, slogan cancels, TPO and station cancels along with
various postcards, including reproductions of publicity posters. The final section related to the various
mountain railways such as Rochers-de-Naye, Brienzer Rothorn, Harder Bahn, Niesen, Monte Generoso
and Pilatus. Philip was thanked by Tony Hoyle for a very informative and wide ranging presentation
enjoyed by all present.
EUREKA !
Have you ever wondered why there is an international convention to slant the name and address of the
recipient across the front of a cover from the top left-hand corner to the bottom right-hand corner ? Bob
Medland says his father once told him that it was to leave a space for postal clerks and postmen to place
their thumb when handling the mail without obscuring any information they needed to do their job. Is this
the answer to a potentially popular pub quiz question ?
SWISS REMINISCENCES
Whilst paying a rare visit to my local model railway society's annual display, I was struck not only by the
quality and intricacy of the exhibits but also by the contents of several stall holders. I had vaguely heard of
the range of videos available tracing the routes and history of Swiss railway companies, but I have never
made an effort to track them down. Now here they were in abundance, 'on a plate'. I ploughed through
piles of tempting titles produced by at least four different producers/distributors. It was a hard choice, but I
eventually picked out two on different routes operated by the Rhaetian Railway for the princely sum of
£3.00 for both ! A good morning's work followed by a very pleasant Saturday evening spent viewing them
and evoking old memories. More research is required to identify exactly which videos (and dvds !?) I will
add to my fledgling collection, but I am sure this is just the start. (Editor)
BACK COPIES OF THE HPS NEWSLETTER
Past member Jack Yates has for disposal a complete run of the Newsletter from 1977 through to the early
2000s. Any member interested in obtaining these, in the first instance, should contact John Foster on
0114 2304170. Postage would obviously need to be reimbursed, although it may be possible to arrange
collection (Yorkshire area) or delivery.
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BOB MEDLAND

Buying philatelic material on internet auctions is always a bit of a gamble. Whilst one can see the image,
you can’t ‘feel the quality’ – or see what is inside. Recently I acquired an 1860s entire, mainly because it
bore nice examples of a Lenz straight-line handstamp and a transit cds of Tiefenkasten – an area of
Graubünden where I have family connections. What intrigued me also was that it bears the words ‘Ex
Officio’ and ‘Decanal’ that exempted the item from paid postage. Delighted to win the auction lot, what
was I to find when my latest acquisition arrived? Rather more than I bargained for in this case.
On opening the letter, the first thing that struck me was that it was of a religious nature and was written
entirely in Latin – and a somewhat colloquial form at that. Fortunately there are classicist scholars in my
family but even so the unusual form of Latin provided some challenges that required considerable
research into the history of the Tiefencastel district as well as the general and religious politics of that
period.
The letter was sent by Fr Capeder of Lenz to ‘Reverendo Officio Parochiali’ (the local village priest) at
nearby Schmitten/Bellfort. On receipt at the village post office the letter was struck with a LENZ straightline handstamp (AW 30/L41). Thence it was forwarded via Tiefencasten (now Tiefencastel) where it
acquired the transit cds 1st April 1869 (AW 149B/T8). There is no arrival mark even though Schmitten had
a post office; in view of the short distance involved, possibly the Tiefencastel postman delivered it directly.
The word ‘Decanal’ was inscribed and circled on the front, indicating that it was an official deanery matter.
Various churches enjoyed the benefit of free postage for official mail, such privileges being ratified in
postal ordnances of 1924 and 1939. Privileges were afforded to the main churches within certain cantonal
boundaries but these were even specifically limited to certain communities. For example, the Roman
Catholic church was entitled to free postage throughout canton Luzern but only in Winterthur, Rheinau
and Dietikon within canton Zürich. Doubtless these limitations reflected the pattern of ‘established’
churches across the country. Interestingly, both the Evangelical Reform and the Roman Catholic
churches enjoyed free postage through canton Graubünden, reflecting the dichotomy of religion through
this large and culturally varied canton. Like many fascinating idiosyncrasies of the postal service, these
rights were abolished as part of improving efficiencies in the 1960s. I am indebted to Michael Rutherfoord
for the background in this respect.
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But what of the content of this increasingly intriguing, 140 year-old letter? It transpires that it was an
instruction to parish priests following a papal decree. In celebration of the jubilee of his ordination, the
Pope had issued a plenary indulgence and remission of sins for all those who attended mass and showed
true penitence on that date. This would be extended even for the souls of departed relatives. The
translation is as follows:
Very Reverend Father of the Parish!
Please note this request from Our Most Reverend Ordinary to Your Very Reverend Brothers:
inasmuch as Our Most Holy Father Pius IX announced per his brief dated 16th March just
past, for the day of his jubilee the eleventh of this current April, that to all those faithful in
Christ, of either sex, who are present on the aforesaid day in any church or sacred place of
prayer for Sacrificial Mass, showing true penitence and having confessed and been renewed
with holy communion, and who, for the conversion of sinners, the propagation of the catholic
faith, and the peace and victory of the Roman Church, lavish their devout prayers to God, he
has through the mercy of the Lord granted a Plenary indulgence and remission for all their
sins, which even to the souls of the faithful that have left this light to join God in love, can be
applied by way of suffrage.
This is to be announced to the faithful populace White Sunday next, along with an
encouragement to purchase indulgences. Moreover it is added that, on the stated day 11
April, in all churches of our diocese, during solemn Mass and during Vespers the Most Holy
should be exposed in Monstrance, and after vespers, before benediction, Te Deum
Laudamus should be solemnly sung. All priests on that same day in holy Sacrificial Mass
shall join in a collect for the Pope and shall take on encouraging the people in conducting
fervent prayers for the Head of the Church. I take this opportunity with due reverence to
commend myself to the prayers of Your Fatherly Care.
Lenz, 1 April 1869, Brother J. Capeder, Dean.
By all accounts this was a pretty extraordinary indulgence to be granted by the Pope so I thought that it
would be worth further research. Firstly, through the internet, I found that a similar pronouncement of the
plenary indulgence had been published in the New York Times on 29th May 1869 and addressed to “the
whole Catholic world” – even going so far as to outline particular arrangements for people in prison,
hospitals and monasteries or otherwise confined. The pronouncement was made officially in Rome on 11th
April so Fr Capeder in Lenz evidently had been given prior notice of this important news. So what was it
all about and what was the connection with the simple villagers, deep in the valleys of the Graubünden?
The next step was to revisit my school history lessons. It is easy to forget that, whilst Switzerland was
relatively stable in the mid 19th century, wars were going on all around. The rapid and forceful unification
of the German and Italian states meant that these were very unsettled times in Europe, especially whilst
internal power struggles were being resolved between the church, monarchies and secular governments.
The Vatican, which previously enjoyed immense power and ownership of the Papal States, was
experiencing severe and unprecedented erosion of its influence and wealth. As a result of the
revolutionary movement seeking the unification of Italy, the Papal States were lost and Rome itself came
under attack from Garibaldi’s army: at one stage the Pope even had to flee the city. It was only through
the support of Napoleon III of France that the Vatican retained substantial control. In such parlous times,
the Church needed all the support it could muster and herein lies the link between that major centre of
power and remote village life in the valleys of the Graubünden.
In 19th century Switzerland the old religious order was changing. The long-term effect of evangelical
reformists – especially Zwingli – were now being felt even in the religious heartlands and a federal edict of
1847 had curtailed the freedom of activities previously enjoyed by the Roman Catholic church; the Jesuit
order was expelled from the state and a number of religious institutions were forcibly closed. In some
cantons it was illegal to read papal announcements whilst the local clergy had to be elected by
democratic vote rather than by the church. Meanwhile in Rome the Swiss mercenary guard was
withdrawn from the Vatican in 1860 and the French left in 1866 – the first time in over 1,000 years that the
Vatican was without a foreign defence force. Pope Pius IX was one of the most remarkable pontiffs,
reigning - and surviving - throughout this turbulent period, from 1846 to 1878 - easily the longest-ever
papal reign. Apart from problems nearer to home, he had to address ‘disestablishment’ issues in
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Switzerland. Quite clearly the Papal edict, repeated in Fr Capeder’s letter from Lenz, can be seen as an
attempt to retain influence over the extensive and probably less well-informed rural populations of central
Europe and to strengthen their allegiance to Rome. The edict was followed shortly afterwards by the
sitting of the First Vatican Council and its unprecedented (and highly controversial) Decree of Papal
Infallibility. The highly controversial decree gave rise to opponents forming the Christian Catholic Church
in Switzerland. Despite all the difficulties, Pope Pius IX was popular and is recognised as the first modern
pope in his handling of external pressure on the church.
So my little acquisition on the internet - for the princely sum of £4 – provided me with a little window into
history – one that led me on a fascinating trail of discovery, gaining insight into aspects of life, religion and
perhaps a little political intrigue of that time. Doubtless most Graubünden villagers would have been
oblivious to most of what was going on.
FUTURE SOCIETY MEETINGS
Annual National Meeting - Saturday 17th and Sunday 18th April 2010 at the Oxford Belfry Hotel, Thame.
There is still time to book with the Treasurer, Norton Wragg.. For full details and booking form refer to the
sheet enclosed with the December edition of your Newsletter. Let's make this a bumper year for
attendance (including the AGM !) and why not enter one of the Society's competitions ?
London Group – Wednesday 14th April at 6.30. p.m. - 'Odds and Ends' – All members, in Room B327,
Macmillan House, (adjoining Platform 1), Paddington Station, London W2. Further details from Claude
Mistely : Tel. 01737 551689. Please come along and help this group survive !
Northern Group – Saturday 10th April at 2.00.p.m. - AGM and Chairman's Display (David Whitworth) in
Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire. Further details from Norton Wragg : Tel. 01625 613654.
Southern Group - Saturday 5th June and 23rd October at 10.00.a.m. for 10.30.a.m. at the Cricket Field
House Hotel, Wilton Road, Salisbury (on the A36 heading west out of the city) – Web :
www.cricketfieldhouse.co.uk Full details will follow. Contact point : Fred Hoadley : Tel. 01403 711987.
NEWS FROM AMERICA
There are two particularly interesting articles by Harlan F. Stone in the March 2010 edition of the
American Helvetia Philatelic Society's journal 'Tell' – 'Switzerland's Domestic Postal Money Order Forms'
and a review of Richard Winter's book 'Understanding Swiss Transatlantic Mail Volume 2'. The Society's
Annual Convention will take place at the Minnesota Stamp Expo in Crystal, Minnesota, a suburb of
Minneapolis, on July 16th, 17th and 18th July 2010.
FOR POSTAL STATIONERY FANS
For those who need to know, the E-mail address for information about the Swiss Postal Stationery
Collectors' Society is : albrikwi@bluewin.ch
ON THE ROAD
Among his many visits to philatelic societies throughout Sussex and beyond our Webmaster, Fred
Hoadley, recently entertained over twenty members of the Chichester Philatelic Society. He whetted their
appetite with a range of beautiful, high quality material including many of the early stamp issues, a
representative postal history study (including Swiss post offices abroad) and culminating in a colourful
presentation of the Pro Patria cards. Hopefully he encouraged many of those present to take a greater
interest in our collecting field.
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WIM JACOBI

This article originally appeared in 'Jungfraupost' and is reproduced here by permission from the Editor.
Translated by Bob Johnson.
I recently bought an auction lot of covers at the Perfin Club Nederland. Four of the five covers were
nothing special but the fifth (illustrated above) seemed strange to me. There were three stamps on the
cover but only one had a perfin ! I thought that was strange so I bought it !
The Perfin F.Z. - In the catalogue and handbook of Martin Baer (1998 CH PERFINS Vol. 4 of the
publications of the SGSV) there was F.32 as a similar perfin, but this perfin had holes much smaller than
on the stamp on my cover. F.32 was about a postbox number in Chur and my cover originates from Basel.

F.32

New

I contacted Martin Baer and he came to the conclusion that this was a perfin not yet discovered which he
would certainly enter in the next edition of his book. And yet …... I was not sure. The cover led to several
questions :
1) Why is only one of the stamps a perfin ? and
2) Why the FZ for the name Gaston Schlumberger ?
3) Is the stamp meant to be a reply postage ?
4) but then not from the addressee ?
5) F.32 is very scarce and the known period of use lies between 1912 and 1914. Did the firm in 1930
make another attempt and found, after second thoughts, they no longer wanted to go further ?
There are thus more questions than answers to consider, but I have in my experience found that if you
think of discovering something new and you publish it, there is soon another someone who pops up …...
'this I have also' …... and eventually …... but from another country. (n.b.Difficult to translate last sentence)
NEWS FROM SWITZERLAND
Michael Rutherfoord writes : On 1st April some important changes of postal rates will be introduced, but
the full details have not yet been released. After 10 years the price of 20g letters to foreign countries will
go up, and the others too. Inland parcels below 5kg. will become cheaper by 1 Fr. but heavier a Franc
more. What is very new is that the lighter parcels can become even cheaper if a 'Webstamp' is privately
produced via internet and stuck on.
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MICHAEL FARR

Michael Farr is a member of the Transport Ticket Society and a keen promoter of the inventor of the
printed card rail ticket, Thomas Edmundson (1792 – 1851) who was a native of Lancaster, England. The
members of the Transport Ticket Society are always interested in Michael's ticket searching expeditions in
Switzerland. HPS Southern Region members may recall a presentation Michael made to them on his
travels in Switzerland. He recently provided the Editor with some interesting material which I thought I
would pass on. It should be of particular interest to those involved in thematic or social philately. Michael
writes :
'I was interested to read two articles in the HPS Newsletter. The first was in the February edition
concerning the post offices in the Küblis valley. Our first Swiss holiday in 1990 was an organised guided
rail tour, finishing at Davos. As a collector of tickets, I always have my eyes down to check litter bin
contents (my wife used to disown me) and while at Klosters station I spied two card tickets. These proved
to be half price singles from St Antönien to Küblis and Buchen im Prättigau and were my introduction to
traditional card Swiss postbus tickets - now sadly replaced with computerised versions which I find
difficult to enthuse over.
In the March edition of your Newsletter there was a reference to Morcote using a circular 'T' stamp on an
unpaid cover. Morcote was my favourite place in the Ticino. Apart from being a particularly attractive lakeside village, long after they had disappeared from general use you could still buy traditional card
'Edmundson' tickets in two places there. Ironically neither was for a rail journey. One was the landing
stage served by the boats of the SNL (Società Navigazione del Lago di Lugano) and the other was the
post office. Here passengers using the frequent service of postbuses into Lugano could buy their ticket
before boarding – and were sold a very nice 'Edmundson' card ticket, of which several versions were
available.
A rack of tickets were once common in most post offices with associated bus routes, but they were
systematically withdrawn and passengers directed to paying the driver. By the 1990s the cost of having
the tickets printed exceeded the price of the lower fares so they were largely replaced by cheaper
systems.
Through the late 1990s I ventured to several remote offices where tickets were reputedly still on sale in
search of examples. About twelve years ago Jürg Tschumi of Thun, who publishes a useful magazine (in
German) called 'Ticket', included a map showing the diminishing number of post offices which then still
sold tickets for postal bus services. One of these was reputed to be Erde, a village surrounded by
vineyards high above the Rhône valley.
On my 1998 holiday (based at Brig) I alighted from the train at Sion and found several buses parked
nearby, all of which were very full with school children and early homebound commuters. However there
was room for me and by the time we had climbed through Conthey and St Séverin to Erde Poste, most
had left the bus.
I opened the door of the post office and asked if they had any tickets. As usual, I was directed to buying
one from the driver but luckily I persevered and the lady suddenly remembered she had two bundles of
tickets in the drawer. (Continued at the bottom of the next page)
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MILITARY POSTCARDS - WORLD WAR I EIGHT AND TWELVE POINTED STARS

DERRICK SLATE

Illustrated above are a small selection from Derrick's extensive collection of printed postal stationery cards
intended for correspondence from Swiss troops using the free postage system in the period 1914 – 1917.
The 53 different 'types' identified by Sulser vary in size from 140 x 88 mm. to 152 x 106 mm. Apart from
their size they can be distinguished from each other in a number of ways e.g. whether there is or is not a
star printed in the top left hand corner and, if so, whether the star has eight or twelve points; the initials of
the printer and the year of printing in the bottom corner or the number of lines for the sender's address.
Top left – Card printed in 1917 by J.B.W.(700,000 printed), eight-pointed star, 3 lines for sender's address.
'C' of Carte between 'F' and 'e' and 'C' of 'Cartolina' under 'F' of Feldpostkarte. 140 x 93 mm. gelbgrau.
Top right – Card printed in 1914 by R & S (1,000,000 printed), eight-pointed star, two lines for sender's
address, 140 x 90 mm. gelbgrau.
Bottom left – Card printed in 1914 by U.B. (200,000 printed), no star, 2 lines for sender's address. Two
sub-types exist – 142 x 92 mm. grauweiss and 140 x 90 mm. gelbgrau.
Bottom right – Card printed in 1917 by N.A.Z. (1,000,000 printed), twelve-pointed star, 3 lines for sender's
address. 'C' of Carte and 'C' of Cartolina between 'F' and 'e' of Feldpostkarte. 140 x 90 mm. gelbgrau.
SOMETHING NEW TO COLLECT ? (Continued from Page 33)

MICHAEL FARR

Somewhat reluctantly she removed one from each pile, stamped them on the back with the appropriate
circular date stamp and sold them to me. Both the adult (all-over buff) and the half price ticket (in the older
style with the bottom half pink) were marked Tariff 612, intended for local residents. However, the driver
was happy to accept one of them as my fare back to Sion, riding solo in the bus. My first ticket-hunting
expedition had been successful; it was not always to be so ! (More to follow later in the year - Editor).
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